
Hire Better. Hire Faster.  
Hire Like a Pro.

The New Way Small Businesses Hire

Take the guesswork and frustration out of the hiring process. Your  

on-demand Hiring Team will cut down your time spent hiring up to 70%. 

We help you be more selective with a larger pool of qualified  

pre-screened candidates. You will gain best practices and a pulse  

of today’s candidate market from hiring experts.

Hiring Coach
u Dedicated hiring coach
u Interview questions
u Shared best practices 

and market insights
u Candidate consultation

Recruiting
u Recruitment strategy
u Candidate search and sourcing
u Resume review
u 10 Pre-recorded video  

interviews

Marketing
u Search engine optimized job description
u Targeting social media advertising
u Job and employer branding
u Broadcast job to  

multiple job  
websites

Streamlined Process

What You Get
We shorten the hiring cycle and improve the quality of candidates 
by coaching you on best hiring practices and delivering  
pre-qualified candidates screened by our team of experts:
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Right Size, Right Price.

Dedicated Hiring Coach
Unlimited conversations with your talent 

advisor throughout the process

Interview Questions & Structure
Interview guides, structure, and best  

hiring practices

Pre-Recorded Video Interviews
Short recorded video interviews of your  

top 10 candidates conducted by our team

Expert Written Job Description
Custom search engine optimized (SEO)  

job description written by experts so your 

job is easily found

Resume Screening
Access to all resumes including our  

ranking of top suggested candidates

Candidate Reach Outs
100 passive candidates contacted by  

our team to build your candidate pool

Job Advertising
30 days of job advertising in expansive 

network of over 100 job sites and  

publisher partners

Targeted Social Media
Paid social media campaign reaching  

10,000 people in the job’s demographic

Offer Consultation
Guidance on compensation, offer 

negotiation, and offer letter template

$5,850 per position
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All Elements, One Price.
We’ve custom designed our service with small to mid-size businesses in mind. Enjoy the benefits of 

recruiting support without the full-service price tag. We specialize in helping businesses nationwide 

find and hire employees directly. We’re not a temp-to-hire staffing firm. Enjoy hiring one or multiple 

employees for the same position for one flat fee and no additional costs.


